
FALL WINTER 2023 CANDELA Collection



CANDELA, the opening collection of the year, encapsulates the emotion of the 
celebration of our10th year anniversary in a modern winter that despite the cold is full 

of brightness and color.  

To celebrate something is to live it at its fullest. This collection, from its particular color 
palette to the construction of its patterns and shapes, is an ode to knowing that what 

you wear can shape any moment. 

The inspiration behind CANDELA is a collection of festivities from the Peruvian 
altiplano and South Andes. Under ESCVDO’s eye for detail and design, an exuberant 

color palette has been synthetized into two distinctive paths, one pastel like and one of 
vivid colors, all tied by a foundation of a very particular brown, an essential tone that 

can be found in almost all the region. 

CANDELA
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Colonial Jacket / Montera Pants



Marini Knit Set - Sweater / Pants / Scarf



Diablada Knit Set - Sweater / Skirt/ Scarf



Cosmo Jacket



Cosmo Jacket/ Montera Pants



Puno Knit Dress





Geometry plays a main role. ESCVDO takes triangles or rhomboids so common in pre-
columbian iconography, and add a new layer to them through repetition, volumes or 
their expression in a series or reversible garments where textile techniques seems to 

work as a kaleidoscope for heritage.  

This is a collection where threads have been in-house designed, with plenty of jacquard 
fabrics and unique ways of looming. Patronage wise, the complexity of the design is 
easy to spot: a styler inherited from a period when Spanish techniques were mixing 

with Andean volumes, becomes contemporary. CANDELA is city wear with details that 
expand through time and geography. 

+



 
 

Diablada Knit Top & Skirt



Mara Top & Skirt



Puno Knit Dress



Tijeras Hand weaved Shirt



Tijeras Hand weaved Shirt



Raiz Scarf / Festejo Sweater / Montera Pants



Pamela Sweater / Retablo Pants / Festejo Sweater



Danza Blouse / Retablo Pants



Danza Blouse





Candelaria Hand weaved Shirt & Pants



Paqari Coat / Montera Pants



Paqari Coat / Montera Pants 
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Jules Crochet Dress





Mayu Sweater



Mayu Sweater / Retablo Pants



Uruy Reversible Blazer / Montera Pants



Qero Set / Sweater . Pants . Shawl



Qero Shawl



Festejo Sweater / Siembra Jacket / Retablo Pants



Uru Vest



Sustainability is key in all its variants. The production of the garments, oftenly 
handmade, is done in collaboration with master artisans from the Peruvian Andes. 

ESCVDO shows its commitment to care for the planet with zero waste garments, low 
impact fabrics such as alpaca and with continual collaborations with artisans 

associations that contribute to the improvement of living conditions for artisans in 
situations of vulnerability.  

In continuation with the brand’s admiration and support of local creatives, CANDELA 
was shot at the Lima studio of Peruvian contemporary artist Miguel Andrade Valdéz, 

among well-known pieces and works in progress. 
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